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Inviting the Africa leaders to Chung Pyung Holy Ground 

 

After completing the tour in Brazil and Japan Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim continued their Speaking 

Tour to Africa from June 22 to July 2 for 11 days. 

 

This was their 3rd to visit Africa after visiting in 2007 and 2008 for holding the 'Special Workshop for the 

New Beginning for Cheon Il Guk Blessed Families'. This time they visited Rwanda Assembly (around 

600), Congo Assembly (around 2,200), and Benin Assembly (around 1,700) and more than 4,500 blessed 

couple from around Africa gathered to attend the Chung Pyung Workshop. 

 

Following a normal Chung Pyung 2-day Workshop program the participants attended the Chung Pyung 

Special Lecture, Chanyang Yeoksa (Holy Song Session), Dae Mo Nim's Speech, Ancestor Liberation 

Ceremony and Ancestor Blessing Ceremony, Prayer-Wish Ceremony for Restoration and Entertainment. 

It became a very wonderful time for the African members to fully receive the grace of attending Chung 

Pyung Workshop. 

 

Dae Mo Nim connected the flight 8 times and flew more than 50 hours to visit the 3 nations and also 

visited villages to convey heaven's heart and share love and told the members that we are one family 

under Heavenly Parent. 

 

Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim promised to liberate the Rwanda church leader and his wife as well as 

the 1 million Rwandans who were massacred at the end of 1994 and also promised to fund in building a 

new church in Rwanda with the donations that was gathered during this Africa Speaking Tour. 

 

There was a special grace during this Africa Speaking Tour where Dae Mo Nim would come out and 

remove evil spirits from the members during Chanyang Yeoksa. At Congo Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo 

Nim met a member who became a congressman with Korea's Se-maul campaign (*1) and shared the 

blessing. 

 

At Benin, a Chanyang Team was recruited centering on the 2nd generations and they practiced for more 

than a week. Dae Mo Nim also visited 'Gate of No Return' the remains of a place once called the slave 

coast where many slaves were sold and removed many resentment around the area. She also visited 

blessed families who live in a village that makes a living on water. 

 

Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim visited Africa to restore their hearts and healed sickness of many 

members. Also through this Speaking Tour Heung Jin Nim and Dae Mo Nim invited all Church Leaders 

and their wives of 49 nations of African Region to Chung Pyung in August to attend a 40-day workshop. 

 

(*1)-Se-maul campaign is a campaign used by the Korean government to modernize the rural 

areas of Korea. 


